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Alberta Enterprise Corporation History

Accountability Statement
Alberta Enterprise Corporation was established in
December 2008 upon proclamation of the Alberta
Enterprise Corporation Act. The Board of the Alberta
Enterprise Corporation (“Alberta Enterprise”) is
accountable to the Minister of Innovation & Advanced
Education (“IAE”).

Our Mission
Alberta Enterprise Corporation’s mission is to
promote the development of the local Venture
Capital (VC) industry. We are an important part of
the Government of Alberta’s strategy to move the
Province towards a more diversified and innovationdriven economy.
In compliance with its governing legislation and
agreement with IAE, Alberta Enterprise is working to
fulfill its mission and mandate through investment as
a Limited Partner (LP) in venture capital funds that
meet criteria outlined in its investment policy, and
through targeted initiatives to support, grow and
nurture the local VC industry.
What makes Alberta Enterprise unique is its
investment model. The capital provided is invested,
and as such, we expect to return our capital back
to the Government of Alberta – in a timeframe
consistent with the life of a VC fund. As a result, the
Province benefits not only from the potential return
on our VC fund investments, but also in the creation
of a local VC industry with resident professionals.
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Corporate Directory

Board of Directors

Management Team

• Paul G. Haggis, Board Chair, former President

• Barry M. Heck, Chief Executive Officer

and CEO of the Ontario Municipal Employees
Retirement System (OMERS)
• Barry M. Heck, Vice Chair and Audit Committee

(until July 2013)
• Kristina Williams, Director of Investments and
Interim Managing Director

Chair, President and CEO of WinSport (Calgary

• Paul G. Haggis, Managing Consultant

Olympic Development Association), President and

• Rebecca Giffen, Director of Investments

Principal Partner of EL Merchant Capital, Chair

• Connie Nye, Operations Manager

of the Alberta Economic Development Authority
(AEDA)
• R. Geoffrey Browne, Founder and Managing
Partner of MWI & Partners
• Vicky Sharpe, Ph.D, President and CEO of
Sustainable Development Technology Canada
• Brad Zumwalt, Founder and Partner of Zinc
Ventures

In February 2014, Alberta Enterprise’s Interim Managing Director went on maternity leave. The Board appointed Paul G. Haggis, Chair of the
Board, to provide consulting services for the period of the Interim Managing Director’s maternity leave. Mr. Haggis will continue to serve as
Chair of the Board of Directors.

Management’s Responsibility for Reporting
Alberta Enterprise’s management is responsible for

The Auditor General of the Province of Alberta,

the preparation, accuracy, objectivity and integrity

the corporation’s external auditor appointed under

of the information contained in the annual report,

the Auditor General Act, performs an annual

including the financial statements, performance

independent audit of Alberta Enterprise’s financial

results, and supporting management information.

statements in accordance with Canadian public

Systems of internal control are designed and

sector accounting standards.

maintained to produce reliable information that
meets reporting requirements, and to ensure
that transactions are properly authorized, reliable
financial records are maintained, assets are properly
accounted for and safeguarded, and relevant
legislation and policies are complied with. Corporate
business plans, performance results and the
supporting management information are also integral
to both financial and performance reporting.
The annual report has been approved by the Board
of Directors and is prepared in accordance with
Ministerial guidelines.
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The
best ideas
are grown
at home

Message from the Board of Directors Chair

Alberta Enterprise was successful this fiscal year in
executing our strategic plan and putting our capital
to work.
On behalf of the Government of Alberta, Alberta
Enterprise has made investments in Venture Capital
(VC) funds which invest in Alberta tech ventures.
These investments have yielded new products, high
tech jobs and have generated interest in Alberta
entrepreneurs by VC funds. The investment value
is growing incrementally over time. The Alberta
Enterprise Fund is an investment, not an expense.
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Message from the Board of Directors Chair

After its initial setup, Alberta Enterprise made its first
investments in early 2010. To date, over $94 million
has been committed for investment to seven VC
funds and the Accelerate Fund. The Accelerate Fund
was created by Alberta Enterprise specifically as an
angel co-investment fund focused on Alberta tech
companies.
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Message from the Board of Directors Chair

By investing strategically, Alberta Enterprise has
leveraged the $94 million into more than $765 million
and forged connections with hundreds of other
limited partners, portfolio companies and VC firms.
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Message from the Board of Directors Chair

As of March 2014, our VC funds and their syndicate
partners have invested over $170 million in 21 tech
ventures in Alberta. The diverse range of forwardlooking industries includes clean and energy
technologies, information and communications
technologies, and agriculture and food. Alberta
Enterprise’s investments in funds have generated
more than three times the capital back into Alberta
companies.
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Message from the Board of Directors Chair

AEC’s funds have had four profitable exits to date—
which is well ahead of expectations for this early in
the life of the funds.
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Message from the Board of Directors Chair

As a direct result of Alberta Enterprise investments,
there are four new and four expanded VC fund
offices in Alberta—greatly increasing the number of
VC professionals actively pursuing opportunities in
the province.
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Message from the Board of Directors Chair

Through strategic support and innovative
private-sector partnerships, Alberta Enterprise is
sparking a renaissance in Alberta’s tech ecosystem,
with strong ties to expats in the Silicon Valley, cross
sector tech conferences, the emergence of local
tech communities in Edmonton and Calgary, the
re-launch of the Venture Capital Association of
Alberta and more.
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Message from the Board of Directors Chair

Alberta Enterprise is a highly relevant, effective and
efficient agency—as documented in the Results
Based Budget review. We’re guided by a top-quality
professional board and managed by an expert team
with experience and credibility in VC and technology
entrepreneurship.
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Message from the Board of Directors Chair

In an evolutionary process that requires patience
and the long view, Alberta Enterprise has produced
strong short-term results that are transforming
technology and Venture Capital in Alberta. With an
extended mandate, Alberta Enterprise can continue
to build upon the success that we’ve already
achieved.
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Message from the Board of Directors Chair

Without leadership from Alberta Enterprise in the VC
ecosystem in Alberta, fewer VC funds would invest in
the province’s promising high-tech companies, and
growth would slow.
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Management’s Discussion and Analysis

Management’s Discussion and Analysis
Alberta Enterprise’s operations focus on two key
areas: investment as a Limited Partner in technology
venture capital funds that finance early-stage,
knowledge-based companies; and targeted initiatives
to develop the venture capital ecosystem and
improve the networks connecting entrepreneurs,
experienced management, and investors.

Operational Overview

Investments
Alberta Enterprise was established to build a local
venture capital industry - to provide the capital
needed to support the growth and success of
knowledge-based companies in Alberta. To achieve
this, Alberta Enterprise invests as a Limited Partner
in technology venture capital funds that have, or
will establish, a presence in the province. We have
targeted three types of funds for investment: North
American funds currently operating outside Alberta,
funds that are local to Alberta, and an early stage
angel co-investment fund. Following is a summary
of our accomplishments this year, with respect to
Investment.
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Goals and Outcomes

Investments
Outcomes

Results achieved by Alberta Enterprise to date

Immediate and intermediate outcomes
1.
Improved access to
capital for Alberta
companies and
stimulate investment
in knowledge based
industries to diversify
and broaden Alberta’s
economic base.

• Alberta Enterprise has committed for investment $94M into seven VC funds
and the Accelerate Fund, an angel co-investment fund with up to $10M
remaining to be invested.
• Through these funds Alberta knowledge-based companies now have access to
>$765M in Venture Capital, successfully leveraging our capital 8:1
• There are 4 new and 4 expanded VC offices in the province, giving Alberta
entrepreneurs easier access to VC professionals.
• Alberta Enterprise’s investments in funds have generated more than three
times the capital back into Alberta companies. As of March 31, 2014 our VCs
and their syndicate partners have already invested over $170M in 21 Alberta
technology companies. This amount is expected to grow significantly over the
10-year life of these funds.
• We have deployed capital across all knowledge-based sectors (ICT, energy/
clean tech, and Life Sciences)
• We have developed a solution to address funding gaps for earlier-stage
companies by launching the Accelerate Fund, an angel co-investment fund.

2.
Improved profile for
Alberta venture capital
and private equity
sectors internationally,
and attract external
investment capital.

• Alberta Enterprise has attracted external VC funds to Alberta. By attracting
international VC funds, we bring expertise to the province and also connect
Alberta entrepreneurs to international markets and opportunities.
• All 7 of our VC funds have international investors, and 5 of the funds have
offices outside of Canada. We have co-invested with multi-national companies
such as Shell, Total, Fortum and BASF.
• We actively engage these co-investors (also called “Limited Partners”) to
increase awareness of Alberta value added products.
• Through Alberta Enterprise’s VC funds, Alberta entrepreneurs now have
access to more than 300 other international VC funds.
• Our VCs and the Accelerate Fund have attracted more than $100M of
investments into Alberta technology companies. This shows that Alberta
companies not only have access to the capital of our VC funds, our funds are
also helping Alberta companies access a significant amount of outside capital.
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Goals and Outcomes

Investments
Ultimate outcomes
1.

Alberta knowledge-based companies need access to venture capital. Venture

Building a

capital serves as an important source industry for economic development, wealth

self-sustaining VC

and job creation, as well as innovation. Alberta wishes to move from a resource-

industry in Alberta.

based economy to one augmented by knowledge-based industries. The VC
industry is a critical part of the ecosystem that takes research from the laboratory
to commercial products. A self-sustaining VC industry will result in a diversified,
resilient economy, where Albertans will benefit from quality jobs, a high standard
of living and there will be a broad base of economic opportunities available.
Additionally, with a sustainable VC industry and available capital for investment,
Alberta will be globally recognized as a competitive business choice.
Alberta Enterprise has only been investing in VC funds for four years. A typical
VC fund has a life of 10 years. It is therefore too early to predict the full impact of
Alberta Enterprise’s activities, but as detailed above, in only four years we have
achieved excellent results. Building a self-sustainable VC industry can however
take up to 20 years. To achieve this outcome we need to
1. Attract more VCs to Alberta
2. Address the critical gap in early–stage funding
3. Assist local Alberta managers
4. Support our high performing VC funds with follow-on capital to ensure they
maintain a presence in the Province
To build a sustainable VC industry in Alberta will require patience and additional
investment capital from the Province.

2.

The investment capital from the Government of Alberta is a financial investment,

Return to the Province

not a cost. We expect to return to the Province its initial $100M investment capital

its initial investment

plus an appropriate return on this investment in a timeframe consistent with the

capital plus an

life of a VC fund (approximately 10 years).

appropriate rate
of return.

Our funds have already had four profitable exits, which is well ahead of
expectations for this early in the life of the funds.
The financial return to the Province on our initial investment will however not fully
be known for another 7-10 years.
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Goals and Outcomes

Investments
During the year, Alberta Enterprise’s investment team
continued to monitor and report on the Corporation’s
investments made previously:
• Accelerate Fund, a $10 million angel co-investment
fund focused on Alberta technology companies.
• Avrio Ventures II, focused on the agriculture and
food sectors.
• Azure Capital Partners III, focused on the
information technology sector.
• 32 Degrees Diversified Energy Fund II (Services
& Technology Co-Invest), focused on energy
technology.
• Chrysalix Energy Limited Partnership III, focused
on the clean energy sector.
• EnerTech Capital Partners IV Limited Partnership,
focused on the energy and clean technology
sectors.
• Yaletown Ventures II Limited Partnership,
focused on the information and communications
technology and clean technology sectors.
• iNovia Investment Fund III Limited Partnership,
focused on the information technology sector.
In addition to the above, progress was also made
in this fiscal year on the final commitment of $10
million. A $10 million investment in a fund was
approved by the Board in March 2013. Due to
unforeseen circumstances Alberta Enterprise
decided not to proceed with this commitment.
Alberta Enterprise is conducting further evaluation
and analysis of fund options.
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Operational Overview

Industry Development
Cultivating the industry ecosystem surrounding
technology startups, technology investors and
related networks is the key to developing a selfsustaining Alberta-based VC industry. This means
bringing together and supporting investors, startups
and management talent. We have seen continued
revitalization in Alberta’s technology ecosystem over
the past year, and Alberta Enterprise has been at the
forefront of this success.
Alberta Enterprise works to fill the gaps in the
ecosystem and to create links between existing
organizations. Alberta Enterprise has been successful
in supporting the creation of industry-driven,
grassroots organizations that play a meaningful role
in the technology and VC ecosystems. These groups
connect Alberta entrepreneurs, startups, investors
and mentors within Alberta and outside the province.
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Goals and Outcomes

Industry Development
Outcomes

Results achieved by Alberta Enterprise to date

Immediate and intermediate outcomes
1.

To stimulate investment we are

Stimulated investment

• connecting investors to each other through the re-launch of the Venture

in knowledge based
industries to diversify
and broaden Alberta’s
economic base.

Capital Association of Alberta (VCAA), creating the ability for VCs to share
best practices and investment opportunities,
• connecting entrepreneurs to each other through founding and creating the
AccelerateAB conference (with over 500 attendees in 2013) and by supporting
existing organizations such as Startup Edmonton and Startup Calgary,
• connecting entrepreneurs to experienced management talent through the
AccelerateAB conference and by creating the A100, a non-profit, memberdriven group of Alberta’s top technology executives focused on mentoring and
supporting Alberta’s next generation of tech entrepreneurs,
• connecting VCs to other investors (local and external) by creating events such
as the Pre Banff Venture Forum Investor session.

2.

• Through our ecosystem efforts we showcase Alberta investment opportunities

Improved profile for

to private technology investors across the globe. For example, we sponsor

Alberta venture capital

and actively engage with the C100 (a US-based group of successful, expat

and private equity

Canadians who want to help build the next technology success) to help our

sectors internationally,

entrepreneurs get exposure at US-based events such as the CEO Technology

and attract external
investment capital.

Forum and 48 Hours in the Valley.
• We sponsor Alberta companies to attend international VC events,
• We actively engage the Limited Partners of our VC funds to increase
awareness of Alberta value added products,
• We leverage our investment capital to engage VC’s, strategic investors, and
mentors to attend local events.

Industry Development
Ultimate outcomes
1.

Alberta Enterprise works to fill the gaps in the ecosystem and to create links

Building a

between existing organizations. We have been successful in supporting the

self-sustaining VC

creation of industry-driven, grassroots organizations that play a meaningful role

ecosystem in Alberta.

in the innovation investment ecosystem. Much effort has already been expended
in this area, and early results are very promising, however, getting these groups
and initiatives to long-term sustainability will require more hands-on support and
some additional capital.
With a relatively small amount of capital Alberta Enterprise can effectively
and efficiently enhance the Alberta innovation investment ecosystem. Our
approach is highly collaborative – rather than building a large team within Alberta
Enterprise, we take a partnership approach, working with many public and
private organizations to fulfill our mandate. This collaborative approach allows
our organization to have a very broad reach, delivering outcomes far beyond the
capacity of our small team, all while keeping operating costs very low.
The key to our success is the engagement of VC’s, strategic investors,
entrepreneurs and mentors by leveraging our investment capital.
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Operational Budget and Capital Deployment

Operational Budget
and Statement of Operations
The Statement of Operations shows an operating
cost of $6 thousand below budget for fiscal 20132014. This is mainly a result of reduced consulting
costs and prudent cost management. The financial
statements reflect the original budget approved for
Alberta Enterprise.
The net loss for fiscal 2013-2014 is primarily due to
realized losses of $804 thousand of the Limited
Partnerships which Alberta Enterprise is an investor
of. Alberta Enterprise records a proportionate
share of any realized gains or losses of the Limited
Partnerships. The Corporation concurrently had an
unrealized re-measurement gains on investment
of $1.71 million. Similar to realized gains and losses,
AEC records a proportionate share of any increases
or decreases in the value of investments made by
the funds. Changes in value form part of net assets
and are not captured as income or losses (i.e.
realized) until the investments are sold by the Limited
Partnership.
The above reflects accounting standards’ treatment
for Limited Partnerships in both the private equity
and venture capital industries.

Capital Deployment and Investments
To date and in the fiscal year 2013-2014, Alberta
Enterprise has total capital committed for investment
of $94 million.
In fiscal year 2013-2014, Alberta Enterprise disbursed
$16.5 million to the limited partnerships in which
we have invested, in order to meet their funding
requirements for both investments and operational
expenses. The balance of committed capital – $41.97
million – is held as a cash until such time as is it drawn
down upon.
Investments were valued at $50.77 million for fiscal
year ended 2013-14, which includes unrealized gains
and losses of the Limited Partnerships.
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Looking Ahead

The success of any growing industry depends
on a solid foundation of investment, professional
networks and an entrepreneurial spirit. Building a
venture capital industry is a long–term project. It
takes many years until tangible effects are realized
and for the VC industry to become self-sustainable.
To maintain momentum and build on our excellent
results to date will require additional capital. Once
the industry reaches a critical mass, a process
which will take years or even decades, the case for
public intervention will wane. Alberta Enterprise has
approached the government for additional capital to
continue our investment activities and expand our
industry/ecosystem development initiatives.
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Corporate Governance Statement

Management of the Company
The business and affairs of the corporation are

Conflict of Interest
Policy and Procedures

managed by or under the direction or supervision

As outlined in the Alberta Enterprise Code of

of the Board of Directors. The Board exercises all

Conduct and Ethical Standards a “conflict of interest”

powers of the company not required to be exercised

exists when an individual’s private interests interfere

by the shareholders.

or conflict with or appear to interfere or conflict with
the interests of the Corporation. A conflict situation

Board of Directors

may arise when an employee, officer, or director takes

The Board meets four to eight times per year and

actions or has interests that may make it difficult to

as required for strategic planning purposes and to

perform his or her professional obligations objectively

progress specific decisions. The Board is accountable

and effectively or when he or she otherwise takes

to the shareholder, the Minister of Innovation &

action that is inconsistent with the interests of the

Advanced Education, in the manner set out in

Corporation for his or her direct or indirect benefit

the Alberta Enterprise Corporation Act, Alberta

or for the direct or indirect benefit of a third party. A

Enterprise Corporation Regulation and the Alberta

conflict of interest may also arise when an employee,

Enterprise Corporation Transfer Agreement.

officer or director, or a member of his or her family,
receives improper personal benefits as a result of his

The Board establishes strategic policy, guides and

or her position in the Corporation, whether received

monitors the business and affairs of the corporation

from the Corporation or a third party. Loans to or

on behalf of the shareholder, and is committed

guarantees of obligations of Employees or any of

to a high standard of corporate governance.

their respective family members are likely to amount

Responsibility for the operation and administration of

to conflicts of interest as are transactions of any kind

the company is delegated to the Managing Director

between the Corporation and any other entity in

who is accountable to the Board. In particular, the

which an employee, officer or director has a material

Board places emphasis on implementation of venture

interest.

capital best practices, sound administrative systems
and procedures, and regulatory compliance.

Conflicts of interest are prohibited as a matter of
corporate policy, except as specifically approved by

The directors are appointed by the Lieutenant

the Corporation’s board of directors (the “Board”)

Governor in Council. A director holds office for

and except in accordance with applicable laws

a term fixed in the order appointing the director,

and regulations. It is not always easy to determine

which term must not exceed three years. Alberta

whether a conflict of interest exists, so any potential

Enterprise’s Board of Directors presently includes

conflicts of interest must be reported immediately to

four external and independent members.

senior management.

Governance Review
A governance review is undertaken at least annual, to
ensure the effectiveness of governance structures.
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Auditor’s
Report
and
Financial
Statements
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